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The Paleolithic Continuity Theory (or PCT; Italian: La teoria della continuitÃ ), since 2010 relabelled as a
"paradigm", as in Paleolithic Continuity Paradigm or PCP), is a hypothesis suggesting that the
Proto-Indo-European language (PIE) can be traced back to the Upper Paleolithic, several millennia earlier
than the Chalcolithic or at the most Neolithic estimates in other scenarios of Proto ...
Paleolithic Continuity Theory - Wikipedia
Hittite (natively ð’‰ˆð’…†ð’‡· neÅ¡ili "[in the language] of NeÅ¡a"), also known as Nesite and Neshite, is an
Indo-European-language that was spoken by the Hittites, a people of Bronze Age Anatolia who created an
empire, centred on Hattusa, as well as parts of the northern Levant and Upper Mesopotamia.The language,
long extinct now, is attested in cuneiform, in records dating from the 16th ...
Hittite language - Wikipedia
This entry lacks etymological information. If you are familiar with the origin of this term, please add it to the
page per etymology instructions.You can also discuss it at the Etymology scriptorium.
baba - Wiktionary
abkhaz language, adygea language, aghul language, akhvakh language, andi language, avar language &
avar dialects, bagvalin (bagvalal) language, bats (batsbi) language, bezhta language,
Martindale's Language Center - Languages A to G
The Chorizo Syndrome [anarchist â€“ robotic controversy]â€¦ incarnations of Thoreau (1) and Proudhon (2),
one facing his political isolation to re-discover a monist (3) relationship, the other promoting the success of a
bottom up urban social contract (4) in which they have both participated in the past, sharing their protest,
illusions and utopian ideals on the barricade.
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